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Introduction
Over the last decade, microlensing events have been intensively followed in order to detect extrasolar planets around lens stars and to measure their abundance in our Galaxy. This is one of the few planet-detection techniques that is sensitive to very low mass planets, and microlensing discoveries have twice the record for the lowest mass planet to orbit a star other than a stellar remnant (Beaulieu et al. 2006; Bennett et al. 2008) . During a microlensing event, i.e. when a background source passes close to the line of sight to a foreground lens star, the observed source flux is magnified by the gravitational field of the lens. The presence of a companion around the lens star introduces two kinds of caustics into the magnification pattern : one or two "planetary caustics" associated with the planet and a "central caustic" close to the primary lens projected on the source plane. When the source crosses or approaches one of these features, deviations appear from a single point-lens light curve (Mao & Paczyński 1991; Gould & Loeb 1992 ).
Central caustic and detection efficiency
Significant effort has been expended on the observation and modeling of high magnification events because they probe the central caustic (Griest & Safizadeh 1998; Rhie et al. 2000; Rattenbury et al. 2002) . Any planets in the system are highly likely to affect the central caustic, resulting in potentially high sensitivity to the presence of even low-mass planets.
Indeed, a major advantage of the central caustic is that it is possible to predict in advance when the source passes close to the line of sight of the lens and so when there is the greatest chance of detecting planets. Thus observations can be intensified, further improving the sensitivity to planetary-induced anomalies in the lightcurve.
In these specific cases, for which the impact parameter can be very small, finite-source effects might strongly affect and diminish a possible planetary signal (e.g., Dong et al. 2009b , Bennett et Rhie 1996 . In the absence of any deviation from a finite-source single point-lens model, one can still compute the planet detection efficiency in order to derive upper limits on the probability that the lens harbors a planet (Gaudi & Sackett 2000) . It also allows to combine statistically the detection efficiencies computed from observed events to estimate the frequency of planetary companions to the lens (Gaudi et al. 2002) .
The extremely high magnification microlensing event OGLE-2007-BLG-050 was well followed and is a good candidate for analyzing the sensitivity of such an event with pronounced finite-source effects to the presence of a planetary companion. In this study, we compute the planetary detection efficiency for this event, following the Gaudi & Sackett (2000) method. To perform the calculations of binary light curves, we use the binary-lens finite-source algorithm developed by Dong et al. (2006) and the formalism of Yoo et al. (2004a) for the single-lens finite-source effects.
and so determine the lens mass and lens-source relative parallax as well,
After thousands of single-lens microlensing events discovered to date, measurements of both θ E and π E still remain a challenge. The microlens parallax π E has been measured for more than twenty single lenses (Alcock et al. 1995 [the first parallax measurement], Poindexter et al. 2005 and references therein), while the angular Einstein radius θ E has been measured for only few cases of single lenses (Alcock et al. 1997 (Alcock et al. , 2001 Smith et al. 2003b ; Yoo et al. 2004a ; Jiang et al. 2004 ; Cassan et al. 2006 ; Gould et al. 2009 ).
However, reliable mass estimates for isolated stars have been determined with microlensing only twice. Alcock et al. (2001) and Gould et al. (2009) each measured both θ E and π E respectively for MACHO LMC-5 and OGLE 2007-BLG-224 . For MACHO LMC-5, good measurements of π rel and µ rel were obtained with the original photometric data and additional high resolution photometry of the lens (HST observations). Only for OGLE 2007-BLG-224 has there been a reliable mass estimate derived using only ground-based photometric data.
All other good microlens stellar mass measurements to date have been obtained for binary (or planetary) lens events : EROS BLG-2000-5 ), OGLE 2006 -BLG-109 (Gaudi et al. 2008 ), OGLE 2007 -BLG-071 (Dong et al. 2009a ), OGLE 2003 -BLG-267 (Jaroszynski et al. 2005 , OGLE 2002-BLG-069 (Kubas et al. 2005 ) and OGLE 2003 -BLG-235 (Bond et al. 2004 ).
Detection efficiency in physical units
Here, we present ground based photometric data of the event OGLE 2007-BLG-050 which we use, for the first time, to constrain both the presence of planets and the mass of the lens. This is also the first event for which parallax and xallarap (source orbital motion) are analyzed simultaneously. However, we find that the apparent xallarap signal is probably due to minor remaining systematic effects in the photometry.
Access to the physical properties of the lens allows us to compute the planetary detection efficiency in physical units (r ⊥ , m p ), where r ⊥ is the projected separation in AU between the planet and the lens and m p is the planet mass in Earth mass units.
OGLE-2007-BLG-050 had a high sensitivity to planetary companions of the lens, with a substantial efficiency to Neptunemass planets and even Earth-mass planets.
Observational data
The microlensing event OGLE-2007-BLG-050 The event was monitored over the peak by the Microlensing FollowUp Network (µFUN ; Yoo et al. 2004a ) from Chile (1.3m SMARTS telescope at the Cerro Tololo InterAmerican Observatory), South Africa (0.35 m telescope at Bronberg observatory), Arizona (2.4 m telescope at MDM observatory, 1.0 m telescope at the Mt Lemmon Observatory), New Zealand (0.40 m and 0.35 m telescopes at Auckland Observatory and Farm Cove observatory respectively) and on the wings from the Vintage Lane (Marlborough, New Zealand), Wise (Mitzpe Ramon, Israel) and Palomar 60-in (Mt Palomar California, USA) observatories. However, the last three were not included in the final analysis because they do not significantly improve the constraints on planetary companions. Data from all the three sites are consistent with single-lens model.
It was also monitored by Microlensing Observations in Astrophysics (MOA) with the 1.8 MOA-II telescope at Mt John University Observatory (New Zealand), and Probing Lensing Anomalies Network (PLANET ; Albrow et al. 1998 ) from 5 different telescopes : the Danish 1.54 m at ESO La Silla (Chile), the Canopus 1 m at Hobart (Tasmania), the Elizabeth 1 m at the South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO) at Sutherland, the Rockefeller 1.5 m of the Boyden Observatory at Bloemfontein (South Africa) and the 60 cm of Perth Observatory (Australia). The RoboNet collaboration also followed the event with their three 2m robotic telescopes : the Faulkes Telescopes North (FTN) and South (FTS) in Hawaii and Australia (Siding Springs Observatory) respectively, and the Liverpool Telescope (LT) on La Palma (Canary Islands).
In this analysis, we use 601 OGLE data points in I band, 104 µFUN data points in I band, 77 µFUN data points close to R band, 121 PLANET data points in I band, 55 RoboNet data points in R band and 239 MOA-Red data points (wide band covering R and I bands).
Event modelling
OGLE-2007-BLG-050 is a very high magnification event (A ≃ 432) due to its small impact parameter u 0 . Because they are quite obvious on the observed light curve, finite-source effects must be incorporated in the modeling. Moreover, the long timescale of the event implies that parallax effects are likely to be detectable.
Finite-source effects
When observing a microlensing event, the resulting flux for each observatory-filter i can be expressed as,
where F s,i is the flux of the unmagnified source, F b,i is the background flux and u(t) is the source-lens projected separation in the lens plane.
When the source can be approximated as a point, the magnification of a single-lens event is given by (Einstein 1936; Paczyński 1986 )
However, in our case the source cannot be considered as a point (u ρ * ) and the variation in brightness of the source star across its disk must be considered using the formalism of Yoo et al. (2004a) . When limb-darkening of the source profile are neglected (uniform source), the magnification can be expressed as (Gould 1994a; Witt & Mao 1994; Yoo et al. 2004a) ,
where E is the elliptic integral of the second kind and k = min(z −1 , 1). Separating the u and z = u/ρ * parameters allows fast computation of extended-source effects.
To include the limb-darkening, we parameterize the source brightness S by,
where θ is the angle between the normal to the stellar surface and the line of sight. The new magnification is then expressed by adding the B 1 (z) function of Yoo et al. (2004a) related to the linear limb-darkening law,
The limb-darkening coefficients Γ have been taken equal to 0.49 for the I filter and 0.60 for the R filter, which are results from a single-lens fit. From Claret (2000) and Afonso et al. (2000) models, considering a subgiant similar to our source (log g = 4, T = 5250K), we find 0.44 and 0.53, respectively for I and R filters. These values are close to those of our model and lead to essentially the same parameter values as shown in TABLE 1.
In Fig.1 , we present the OGLE-2007-BLG-050 light curve modeled with extended-source effects (black curve) and without these effects (red curve). Finite-source effects are clearly noticeable by a characteristic flattening and broadening of the light curve at the peak.
For each data set, the errors were rescaled to make χ 2 per degree of freedom for the best-fit extended-source point-lens (ESPL) model close to unity. We then eliminated the largest outlier and repeated the process until there were no 3 σ outliers. None of the outliers constitute systematic deviations that could be potentially due to planets.
Source properties from color-magnitude diagram and measurement of θ E
To determine the dereddened color and magnitude of the microlensed source, we put the best fit color and magnitude of the source on an (I, V − I). calibrated color magnitude diagram (CMD) (cf. The color determines the relation between dereddened source flux and angular source radius. We use the following expression given by Kervella et al. (2004) for giants between A0 and K0 :
With the angular size of the source given by the extended source point lens (ESPL) fit, ρ * = 0.00458 ± 0.00003, we derive the angular Einstein radius θ E : θ E = θ * /ρ * = 0.48 ± 0.01 mas, where the error is determined by :
This first fit takes into account finite source effects only. The values of ρ * and θ E will not change significantly when adding new effects (see parallax effects later) but the induced modifications will be included in the final results.
Then, combined with the fitted timescale of the event t E = 66.9 ± 0.6 days, gives the geocentric relative lens-source proper motion : µ = θ E /t E = 2.63 ± 0.08 mas/yr, with the same method for calculating the error. 
Parallax effects 3.3.1. Orbital parallax effects
The source-lens projected separation in the lens plane, u(t) of Eq.3.1, can be expressed as a combination of two components, τ(t) and β(t), its projections along the direction of lens-source motion and perpendicular to it, respectively :
If the motion of the source, lens and observer can all considered rectilinear, the two components of u(t) are given by,
In the case of a simple point-source point-lens model, only five parameters are fitted : the source flux F s , the blending flux F b (both duplicated if more than one observatory), the time of the closest approach t 0 , the impact parameter u 0 and the timescale of the event t E . However, for long events, like OGLE-2007-BLG-050 (where t E ≥ yr/2π), the motion of the Earth cannot be approximated as rectilinear and generates asymmetries in the light curve. Parallax effects then have to be taken into account. To introduce these effects, we use the geocentric formalism Gould 2004) which ensures that the three standard microlensing parameters (t 0 , t E , u 0 ) are nearly the same as for the no-parallax fit. Now two more parameters are fitted. These are the two components of the parallax vector, π E , whose magnitude gives the projected Einstein radius,r E = AU/π E and whose direction is that of lens-source relative motion.
The parallax effects imply additional terms in the Eq.3.3.1 Fig. 3 . Likelihood contours as a function of the parallax vector π E (1, 2, 3, 4 σ). The best fit is π E = (0.099, −0.072). There is a hard 3 σ lower limit π E > 0.086 which implies M < 0.67M ⊙ and a 3 σ upper limit π E < 0.23 which implies M > 0.25M ⊙ .
and ∆s is the apparent position of the Sun relative to what it would have been assuming a rectilinear motion of the Earth. The Extended-Source Point-Lens (ESPL) fit yields a determination of the components (π E,N , π E,E ) of the parallax vector π E projected on the sky in North and East celestial coordinates. This is done by mapping a grid over the π E plane and searching for the minimum of χ 2 (cf. Fig.3 ). In addition to the best ESPL fit presented in Section 3.4, this grid search was done to probe the likelihood contours as a function of π E , holding each trial parameter pair π E = (π E,N , π E,E ) fixed while allowing all remaining parameters to vary. The best fit is π E = (0.099, −0.072). There is a hard 3 σ lower limit π E > 0.086 and a 3 σ upper limit π E < 0.23. The error of π E is calculated from the 1 σ contour : π E = 0.12 ± 0.03. The likelihood contours in the π E plane are slightly elongated along the North-South axis. This tendency, which is weak here due to the long timescale, is explained in Gould et al. (1994) by the fact that for short events the Earth's acceleration vector is nearly constant during the event.
The Fig.4 shows the modeling improvement when we include the orbital parallax effects in the fit. These plots only show the OGLE and MOA residuals because these data mostly constrain the parallax since they cover a long time range.
As discussed by Smith et al. (2003a) , there is a u 0 ↔ −u 0 degeneracy. For a low magnification event with |u 0 | ∼ 1, the u 0 > 0 and u 0 < 0 solutions will behave differently, but for a high magnification event with |u 0 | ≪ 1 like OGLE-2007-BLG-050, the u 0 ↔ −u 0 transformation can be considered as a symmetry and there is no possibility to distinguish one solution from orbital motion alone. In principle, these can be distinguished from so-called "terrestrial parallax" effects caused by the different positions of the telescopes on the surface of the Earth.
Terrestrial parallax effects
We investigate terrestrial parallax in order to check if it is consistent with the vector parallax determined from orbital parallax effects and to distinguish the u 0 > 0 and u 0 < 0 solutions. The resulting χ 2 of the orbital+terrestrial parallax model does not show any improvement and is actually worse than orbital parallax alone (∆χ 2 = 4, χ 2 orbital parallax = 1760.5). The most likely explanation for this discrepancy is that the much stronger (∆χ 2 = 235, χ 2 without parallax = 1995.4) signal from orbital effects reflects the true parallax and the small terrestrial parallax "signal" is actually just due to low-level systematic errors.
Xallarap effects
We also consider the possibility that the orbital parallax signal is actually due to xallarap (orbital motion of the source) rather than to real parallax. Of course an orbital motion of the source, in case of a binary orbit that fortuitously mimics that of the Earth, can reproduce the same light curve as the orbital parallax effects but here we are looking for orbital motion that is inconsistent with the Earth-motion explanation.
We therefore search for xallarap solutions (orbital motion of the source) by introducing 5 new parameters in the model related to the orbital motion of the source : P the period of the source's orbit, ξ E,N and ξ E,E the xallarap vector which is analogous to the π E vector, and α 2 and δ 2 , the phase and inclination of the binary orbit which function as analogs of the celestial coordinates of the source in case of parallax. The rather long timescale does not justify removing parallax effects to search for xallarap only and moreover, searching for a model including only xallarap effects does not provide significant improvements. For these reasons, we search for a solution that takes into account both orbital + terrestrial parallax and xallarap effects with a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm (MCMC). We explore a large range of periods, from 0 to 700 days, and find a χ 2 improvement (χ 2 = 1717.7, ∆χ 2 = −43) for periods above 250 days in comparison with the orbital parallax effects only. The χ 2 is essentially flat in the period range [250 -500] days with a very shallow minimum around P = 290 days.
The P = 290 days solution gives : ξ E = (0.958, −0.273), and thus a source orbital radius :
Kepler's third law (expressed in solar-system units),
and Newton's third law,
From the position of the source relative to the red clump on the CMD diagram (Fig.2) , we conclude that the source is a sub-giant situated in the bulge and, because the bulge is an old population, we infer that the source mass M s is close to a solar mass with an upper limit of 1.2M ⊙ . This mass limit and the long orbital period require a companion with M c > 70M ⊙ , thus a black hole, which has an extremely low a priori probability. And if the companion is neither a black hole nor a neutron star, its mass has to be less or equal than the source mass since the source is an evolved star and a slightly heavier companion would therefore be much brighter. To explore these other possible star companions, we add a new constraint on the magnitude of the xallarap vector 3.7 P 2/3 = 0.18(P/yr) 2/3 ) and leads to a solar mass companion with a minimum of χ 2 at P = 170 days.
in the MCMC program, assuming that M s < 1.2M ⊙ and M c /M s ≤ 1, which can be expressed as :
The minimum of χ 2 (χ 2 = 1730) is obtained for a source orbital period equal to 170 days as shown in the Fig.5 . When we put the corresponding parameters (P, α 2 , δ 2 ) in a differential-method program to reach a more accurate solution, we find χ 2 = 1728.1.
The xallarap vector of this solution (ξ E,N , ξ E,E )=(−0.0142, 0.0940) implies a source orbital radius a s = D S θ E ξ E = 0.40AU and a companion mass close to 1M ⊙ . The MCMC algorithm permits us to explore an 11-dimensional space (t 0 , t E , u 0 , ρ * , π E,N , π E,E , ξ E,N , ξ E,E , P, α 2 , δ 2 ). We plot the 1σ and 3σ limits of the |π E | = π E as given in the Fig.6 . The resulting parallax is then π E = 0.94 ± 0.10.
Characteristics of the extended-source models with parallax and xallarap effects
Considering the finite-source effects and parallax + xallarap effects, and the 16 observatories involved in the event monitoring, we have to fit 43 parameters (the 3 standard parameters, 1 for the angular size of the source, 2 for parallax, 5 for xallarap and 2x16 for the fluxes F s and F b of the different telescopes). The best ESPL fit model including parallax and xallarap effects (χ 2 = 1717.7) corresponds to a binary system in which the source companion is a black hole (see §. 3.3.3) . One more reasonable solution could be the solar mass companion obtained when using a constraint on the xallarap (see §.3.3.3). This solution has χ 2 = 1728.1 for 1745 data points and 43 fit parameters, to give χ 2 /d.o. f = 1.01, while the best ESPL fit with parallax effects only has χ 2 = 1760.5 and the one without any parallax nor xallarap effects gives χ 2 = 1995.4, a difference of ∆χ 2 = 267.3. The corresponding best-fit parameters and their errors as determined from the light curve of three different models are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 (see also Fig.1 ). Table 2 . Source flux and blending for telescopes that observed OGLE 07-BLG-050. The given values corresponds to the model with parallax and xallarap, in a case of a solar mass companion for the source. They do not change significantly for the other models. Gould (1992) showed that if both θ E and π E could be measured, then the mass M and the lens-source relative parallax π rel could be determined as given in Eq.1.2 and then the lens distance could be deduced from :
Lens mass and distance estimates
The resulting characteristics of the lens are given in Table 3 for each model that we have presented : parallax only, parallax + xallarap (black-hole companion) and parallax + xallarap (solar-mass companion). Due to the high parallax magnitude obtained with the "black hole" model (see Table 1 ), the lens mass is a brown dwarf (M = 0.025M ⊙ ) in the extreme foreground (D L = 824pc). Moreover, the extreme black hole mass (M s > 70M ⊙ ), by itself, virtually rules out this model. We take this as evidence for unrecognized systematic errors at the ∆χ 2 ∼ 40 level, and hence do not believe inferences based on ∆χ 2 at this level are robust. Systematic errors at this level are not uncommon for microlensing events.
The model with a solar-mass companion is suspect as well, still with a brown-dwarf lens in the foreground, meaning that it results from the same systematics. We therefore conclude that the xallarap "signal" is probably spurious and we present these two models only for completeness. We expect that the presence of these systematics will corrupt the parallax measurements by of order ∆χ 2 xallarap+parallax /∆χ 2 parallax ∼ √ (235 ± 43/235) − 1 ∼ 9%, which will impact the lens mass and relative parallax estimates. However, this systematic error is too small to qualitatively impact the conclusions of this paper.
For the model with parallax effects only, the lens star is a M-dwarf (Table 3 ) and situated in the disk, lying 5.5 kpc from the observer. With the added uncertainties due to systematics, the parallax becomes π E = 0.12 ± 0.03 ± 0.01, the lens mass estimates M = 0.50 ± 0.14 M ⊙ ( 28%) and the relative parallax π rel = 57.9 ± 14.5µas. For the rest of the analysis, we will only consider this model when the physical parameters of the lens are needed.
As discussed by Ghosh et al. (2004) , future high-resolution astrometry could allow the direct measurement of the magnitude and direction of the lens-source relative proper motion µ and substantially reduce the parallax uncertainty and thus the stellar mass uncertainty. But according to our initial estimate of the relative proper motion (µ = 2.63 ± 0.08 mas/yr), it would take at least a 20 years to clearly detect the lens (especially since the source is very bright), but hopefully, within a decade, either ELT, GMT or TMT (giant telescopes) will be built, in which case the lens could be observed thereafter.
Planet Detection efficiency

Introduction and previous analyses
To provide reliable abundance limits of Jupiter-to Earth-mass planets in our Galaxy, it is essential to evaluate the apparent non-planetary events, especially the well-covered high magnification events. A necessary step is to evaluate the confidence with which one can exclude potential planetary companions for each event. Table 3 . Lens mass and distance for three different models : 1/ with orbital parallax effects only, 2/ with orbital parallax + xallarap (black-hole source companion), 3/ with orbital parallax + xallarap (solar-mass source companion).
Since OGLE-2007-BLG-050 presents strong finite-source effects, one may wonder whether a given planetary perturbation would have been so washed out by these effects as to become undetectable. Using many such efficiency calculations the aim is to determine the selection function to the underlying population of planets. Gaudi & Sackett (2000) developed the first method to calculate detection efficiency for a single planet, which was extended to multiple planets detection efficiency by Gaudi et al. (2002) , who analyzed 43 microlensing events from the 1995-1999 observational seasons. Three of them were high magnification events [OGLE-1998-BLG-15 . This well-covered event showed the best sensitivity to low-mass planets to date. Finally, the highest magnification event ever analyzed, OGLE-2004-BLG-343, was unfortunately poorly monitored over its peak, and Dong et al. (2006) showed that it otherwise would have been extremely sensitive to low-mass planets.
Planet detection efficiency in Einstein Units
To characterize the planetary detection efficiency of OGLE-2007-BLG-050, we follow the Gaudi & Sackett (2000) method which consists of fitting binary models with the 3 binary parameters (d, q, α) held fixed and the single lens parameters allowed to vary. Here d is the planet-star separation in units of θ E , q the planet-lens mass ratio, and α the angle of the source trajectory relative to the binary axis. In Gaudi & Sackett (2000) , the single lens parameters, u 0 , t 0 and t E , are related to a PSPL fit. In this analysis, we also fit the radius of the source ρ * (scaled to the Einstein radius) and compare the binary lens fits to the best ESPL fit for this event.
From the resulting fitted binary lens χ Gaudi et al. (2002) argued that a threshold of 60 is high enough to be confident in excluding binary lens systems.
For each (d, q) , the fraction of angles 0 < α < 2π that was excluded is called the "sensitivity" for that system. Indeed, the detection efficiency ǫ(d, q) can be expressed as :
where θ is the step function. To perform the calculations of binary light curves, we use a binary-lens finite-source algorithm developed by Dong et al. (2006) The resulting detection efficiency diagram for OGLE-2007-BLG-050 is shown in Fig.8 . The first observation is that no planet is detected since there is no configuration that gives ∆χ 2 < −60. This event is very sensitive to the presence of planets, especially in the [0. 8 -1.2] separation range in Einstein units, where the detection efficiency reaches 100% for Jupiter mass ratios (q = 9x10 −4 ), 75% for Neptune mass ratios (q = 5x10 −5 ) and 10% for Earth mass ratios (3x10 −6 ). In larger separation ranges, as [0.4 -2.7 ] R E , we exclude Jupiter mass ratios with 95% confidence.
In future statistical analyses of microlensing planetary detection efficiency, one will likely be forced to use a higher exclusion threshold than 60 because, while planets can sometimes be reliably excluded at this threshold (as in the present case), it is unlikely that they can be reliably detected at this level, particularly in high-magnification events. Because we cannot predict the exact threshold that will be adopted by future studies, we show both our exclusion level (∆χ 2 > 60) and a somewhat arbitrarily chosen value, ∆χ 2 > 250. The important point is that the detection efficiency diagrams in the two cases ( Fig.8 and with a threshold equal to 250 in Fig.9 ) are very similar.
Planet detection efficiency in physical units
Having an estimate of the angular Einstein radius θ E , the distance D L of the lens from the observer and the lens mass M, we derive estimates of the physical parameters (r ⊥ , m p ) for the tested planetary models, where r ⊥ is the projected separation between the planet and its host star and m p the planet mass, and calculate the associated detection efficiency.
To simplify the translation between efficiency diagrams in Einstein units and physical units, we have considered the values of M, D L and θ E as perfectly known. A proper analysis would involve a convolution of the detection efficiency map in terms of native parameters d, q over the probability density distribution of the primary lens parameters (e.g. Yoo et al. (2004b) ). While our procedure of keeping M, D L and θ E fixed is an approximation, considering the logarithmic scale of the efficiency maps, the uncertainties in the primary lens parameters will not have an important effect on the shape of the resulting efficiency diagrams.
We take the parameters related to the fit with extended source and parallax effects, where M = 0.50 ± 0.14 M ⊙ , D L = 5.47 ± 0.45 kpc and θ E = 0.48 ± 0.01 mas. The resulting detection efficiency diagram in physical units is shown in Fig.8 as well, but the corresponding axes are those on the top and the right of the graphic. This demonstrates that OGLE-2007-BLG-050 is sensitive to Neptune-mass planets as well as some Earth-mass configurations. Indeed, for a [1.8 -3.1] AU projected separation range between the planet and the lens star, Jupiter, Neptune and Earth-like planets are excluded with a 100%, 95% and 10% confidence respectively. For a range of [1.4 -4] AU, the detection efficiency reaches 100% for Jupiter mass planets and 75% for Neptune mass planets, and for a much bigger range of [0.6 -10] AU, Jupiter-like planets are excluded with a 75% confidence. Chung et al. (2005) analyzed the properties of central caustics in planetary microlensing events in order to estimate the perturbation that they induce. They gave an expression for the central-caustic size as a function of the planet-star separation and the planet/star mass ratio. Several authors have considered the size and shape of the central caustic as a function of the parameters of the planet for high-magnification events (Griest & Safizadeh 1998; Dominik 1999; Dong et al. 2009b ). In the analysis of the cool Jovian-mass planet MOA-2007 -BLG-400Lb, Dong et al. (2009b conducted the initial parameter space search over a grid of (w,q) rather than (d,q) where w is the "width" of the central caustic. For MOA-2007-BLG-400, the angular size of the central caustic is smaller than that of the source (w/ρ ∼ 0.4), and w can be directly estimated by inspecting the light curve features. Dong et al. (2009b) find the (w,q) parametrization is more regularly defined and more efficient in searching parameter space than (d,q).
Planet detection efficiency as a function of central caustic size
The source size of OGLE-2007-BLG-050 is ρ = 0.0045 which is relatively big, and since finite-source effects smear out the sharp magnification pattern produced by the central caustics, one way to present the planetary detection efficiency results is to estimate the ratio w/ρ that is reached at the detection/exclusion limits. Assuming that detectable planets should produce signals ≥ 5%, Han & Kim (2009) estimated the ratio w/ρ must be at least equal to 0.25. Here we present the detection efficiency diagram in (d,w/ρ) space in Fig.10 , still considering ∆χ 2 > 60 as the criterion of exclusion. This diagram shows a clear frontier in red at w/ρ values between 0.1 and 0.3 above which the detection efficiency is greater than 50%, which also corresponds to the 50% detection's contours in Fig.8 . On this frontier, the value of w/ρ goes down to 0.1 for d ∼ 1 and increases to 0.3 for d >> 1 or d << 1. Our realistic estimate of detection efficiency is in general agreement with the simple criterion in Han & Kim (2009) . Given the high photometric precision and dense sampling, our data allow detections below the 5% threshold adopted by Han & Kim (2009) . We also note that the w/ρ threshold is weakly dependant on d, which is a result of the enhancement in detection efficiency of the resonant caustics at small mass ratios.
We have presented a new way of visualizing the detection efficiency in (d,w/ρ) space. It offers a physically straightforward way to understand the planetary sensitivity in events with pronounced finite-source effects. We find that the data obtained by current observation campaigns can probe planetary central caustics as small as ∼ 20% of the source size for high-magnification events.
Conclusion
OGLE-2007-BLG-050 is a rare case of a high magnification event with well measured finite source effects and detectable parallax effects. This leads to an estimate of the angular Einstein radius θ E = 0.48 ± 0.01 mas, the parallax π E = 0.12 ± 0.03, the mass M = 0.50 ± 0.14 M ⊙ and distance D L = 5.5 ± 0.4 kpc of the lens star. This is only the second reasonably precise mass estimate (to within 28%) for an unseen single object using any method.
When computing planet detection efficiency, we did not find any planetary signature and the resulting maps in (d, q, α) , where d is the planet-star separation in Einstein units, q the planet-lens mass ratio, and α the angle of the source trajectory relative to the binary axis, reveal a good sensitivity to low mass ratios q, with a 75% and 10% efficiencies for Neptune-and Earth-mass ratios respectively in the range [0.8 -1.2] R E , and a 100% detection efficiency for Jupiter-mass ratio in [0.4 -2.7 ] R E .
It also permits the calculation of efficiency maps in physical space (r ⊥ , m p ), where r ⊥ is the projected planet/star separation and m p is the planet mass. Here we show that this microlensing event is very sensitive to Neptune-mass planets and has (10%) sensitivity to Earth-mass planets within a [1.8 -3 .1] AU projected separation range. 
